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with news and special offersClean your tongue. A major cause of 

bad breath can actually come from 
bacteria building up on your tongue.

Valentine 
Whitening Offer
Enjoy a new white smile to celebrate 
Valentine's Day and 'kiss with confidence'.

Our special offer price of £495 includes:
• Home whitening treatment (valued at £480)
• Hygiene appointment (valued at £125)

Book NOW by calling 0117 973 1910.

Offer only available to the first 9 people who 
register and pre-pay for treatment before the end 
of February 2016. 0% finance is available from 
just £50 per month.

Terms & conditions apply. Not valid with any other offer.

Top tip

Introducing 
Tiffany Redding 
Qualified dental nurse Tiffany Redding joined the 
team in September 2015. She is originally from Devon 
and moved to Bristol in August 2015. Tiffany started 
her training at Exeter Hospital in 2007 whilst working 
in a dental practice in Torquay. She has a wide range 
of dental assisting experience such as working with 
private surgeries, an NHS children’s department 
and orthodontic practices. Tiffany’s experience 
compliments our team in many areas. She is 
looking forward to starting her dental radiography 
course in February to extend her knowledge and to 
add to her qualifications.



“After damaging my front tooth many years ago (in my 
early twenties) I had it crowned at an NHS dentist. This 
dental work lasted some time until an infection in the jaw 
bone required an apicoectomy. 

This procedure resolved the problem and saved the 
crown. I had this procedure done a couple of times over 
the years until the infection refused to clear. I was faced 
with yet another procedure to try and save the tooth 
but as the crown's quality was deteriorating and the 
surrounding teeth were no longer matching the original 
work, I decided to do some research and found Dr 
Gerrard at Clifton Dental Studio.  

Following an in-depth review and history I was advised 
to have the tooth removed and consider an implant, 
advice which I was confident with and followed. 
The tooth was removed and I was given a temporary 
denture to use while the infection was clearing and the 
gum was healing. 

I received bone graft surgery to enable an effective 
and secure implant site – whilst this treatment was 
unpleasant, I didn't suffer any pain or discomfort (apart 
from the expected recovery process). The procedure 
was explained and my questions were answered fully, 
instilling me with confidence at the quality of care I 
was receiving. From extraction to the final implant, the 
treatment lasted approximately 15 months. Throughout 
the whole time and all the various recovery stages the 

quality of treatment and care received was exemplary, 
I cannot fault it. I even turned up on a number of 
occasions, fearful during some of the recovering stages 
and I was instantly seen to and reassured.  

In my view, the results are outstanding – my confidence 
in my smile has been restored. I have looked at old 
photos and cannot believe I didn't look to do this sooner. 
I have since had further treatment on other teeth, 
treatment which I would have left had I not found a 
dentist that I had such confidence with.  

I would not hesitate to recommend Dr Gerrard and his 
team at Clifton Dental Studio.”

If there is anything about your smile that you are not 
happy with, please get in touch so we can discuss how 
we can get you smiling with confidence like Sue.

Sue's story

Thank you
This month we would like to thank 

the following patients for referring their 

friends and family to us: Hazel Stockwell, 

Tina Morris, Jade Finley and 

Tom Keep.



Apple Watch Sport 
Refer a friend or family member 

to, Clifton Dental Studio and when 
they attend a combined exam and 
hygiene session we will enter you 

into the prize draw.

PLUS 

✚ A free gift for you 
 You will also receive your choice of one 

of the following gifts when someone you 
recommend attends a combined exam 
and hygiene session. 

 1 Complimentary hygiene session 
 worth £115 

 2 Electric toothbrush 
 – minimum value £100 

 3 Gift voucher for Jamie Oliver’s 
 Italian restaurant worth £50 

✚ £45 off for your friend 
 Any referred patient will save £45 on 

a combined exam and hygiene session until 
the 30th April 2016 – normal price £145. 

Please call 0117 973 1910 if you would like 
to refer a patient to us.

 * Prize draw to take place on 30th April 2016. 
Offer valid until then. Not valid with any other offer. 
Terms and conditions apply.

ENTER PRIZE DRAW FOR
Like us on facebook to keep up-to-date 

with news and special offers

Prize draw 
winner

Congratulations to Carley Martin, winner 
of our recent prize draw, for an iPad Mini 3.

Refurbishment news
We are carrying out a refurbishment of the 
studio to improve the environment and to 
offer more services to our patients. This 
work will be on-going over the coming 
months. We will keep you updated as to the 
progress we are making. The studio will be 
open as normal and we will try to keep any 
disruption to a minimum.

Did you know?
The strongest muscle in the 
body is the tongue.
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Smiling has hormonal and physiological 
consequences which make us feel better and want 
to smile more. Darwin stated that ‘smiling is the 
outward manifestation of happiness and serves to 
begin to connect us to others’. Smiling is universal 
and infectious – it not only makes you feel better but 
also makes others respond more positively to you.

Smiling can even help you to stay looking young – 
it uses far less muscles to smile than it does to frown 
(43 muscles to frown; 17 to smile), which means 
you’re less likely to acquire ageing frown lines!

If you are self conscious about your smile for any 
reason, please speak to us. We’ll be happy to 
suggest ways in which it could be enhanced.

Smile Care is our affordable dental membership 
plan. Members receive regular maintenance visits 
and x-rays, vital for prevention of tooth decay 
and gum disease in return for a regular monthly 
payment. Members also receive a 10% discount 
on all treatment fees and a five year guarantee on 
fillings, crowns and veneers, so long as they attend 
their prescribed hygiene sessions. 

In addition to the regular special offers available 
to our Smile Care members, we also run a monthly 
prize draw. Each month we are giving away a case 
of wine to one lucky winner. This month the winner is 
Lesley Jenkins.

If you’d like to join the plan and be entered into 
the draw, please call the practice on 
0117 973 1910.

Case of wine

Smile psychology
Having a great smile not only boosts your 
confidence, it can also help you to be 
happy and healthy.


